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Commanding
         View
A freeform pool overlooks the countryside

Builder

Forest City Pool & Patio Inc.

London, Ontario

www.forestcitypools.com

Special Design Elements
• Vanishing edge

• Multi-tiered cap rock retaining wall

• Sand-coloured stamped concrete deck

• Ornamental rock used on the deck

A
homeowner in the small town of  Delaware,
Ontario, just west of  London, wanted a

large recreational area where their growing
family could relax and have fun. They also

wanted an area where they could entertain on a
large scale, with the surrounding countryside as a backdrop.

To create their dream pool, and make the most of  the home’s
vantage point at the top of  a hill, the homeowner hired Forest
City Pool & Patio Inc., of  London, Ontario, which built a  6.7 m x
11 m (22 ft. x 36 ft.) freeform vinyl lined inground pool with  a
6.7 m (22 ft.) vanishing edge.

Because of  the steep slope at the pool site, Forest City also built
a complex multi-tiered cap rock retaining wall and step system that
allows convenient access to the pool area.

Rocks in the retaining wall were terraced to soften the wall’s
appearance and to provide planting areas among the rocks, while
sand-coloured stamped concrete was used for the patio and pool
coping to complement the sand colour of  the cap rock.

Ornamental rock was also placed on the pool deck at the deep
end of  the pool to visually connect the wall and step system with
the pool and patio areas.

Helping Forest City Pool & Patio on this project was PVG
Excavating (pool excavation, wall and step system); Diversified
Metal Fabricating (stainless steel overflow); and Venco Construction
(stucco finish on the pool house).

Diamond Award Winner: Residential Inground Vinyl Lined Pools
– All sizes constructed with no major water features – Category 5
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